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Warm Regards, 
Bus 4x4 Team.

In this newsletter, we are pleased to introduce our latest workshop updates, 4 tips

for adventurous travellers, off-road adventure ideas and more! 

Connect with our team via our website or our social media pages for our latest

updates or any enquiry.
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In our latest blog, we explore some tips for adventurous travellers including an

underrated destination to consider visiting, choosing the right vehicles, planning

ahead, and caring for the environment.

Last month was a busy time of connecting with our partners and exploring last

minute orders for the current financial year. If you're looking to upgrade or

expand your fleet, make sure to talk to our team today.

Read the blog here to discover how Bus 4x4 can revolutionise your operations.

Throughout the past month our engineers have continued to work on some

ground breaking projects. We still can't reveal any details, but we are getting

excited to announce this new collaboration project. Stay tuned to find out more!

From transforming the vehicle's interior to adding 4x4 capabilities with the help

of our professionally engineered 4x4 Conversion Kit, our team has been working

hard to build conversions that are as comfortable as they are stylish.

To begin your 4x4 conversion journey, talk to our team today.

Bus 4x4 Updates

Exploring Australia's Great Outdoors
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A Distributor must embody the Bus 4x4 ethos and share our unwavering

commitment to exceptional customer service and support, all while upholding

our high standards of quality. All potential distributors go through a rigorous

vetting process, which includes meetings with senior management, and

understanding of capability and financials.

Sounds like your next business opportunity? Email us for a confidential

discussion, at enquiries@bus4x4.com.au

Join our valued partners, Perth Motorbodies and St John Workshop, and

become a Bus 4x4 distributor. Bus 4x4 is seeking driven and motivated

Distributors to partner with us.

As our Distributor, you will have access to:

Detailed Technical & Product Training 
Wholesale Pricing Structures
One-on-One Technical/Installation Training (Initial Setup)
Technical Support & Warranty
Quarterly Business Reviews
Monthly Technical & Operations Forums
Sales Strategy Development & Coaching
Marketing Support

 

Looking to expand your business and be part of a leading company in the off-

road transportation industry?

Partner With Us
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Visit this link to hire a 4WD van or bus and

embark on this thrilling adventure.

Bus 4x4 has a rich history and

continues to drive innovation for 4WD

conversions. Watch our

brand video to learn more about

where we’ve come from, and where

we are going.

Did you know that the sand found on Fraser Island is

thought to originate from the NSW tablelands. This

island experience is not one to

pass over, with freshwater springs, sandy

coastlines, and several great walking tracks, Fraser

Island is a must visit location.

One of the best ways to explore the island is with a

4WD vehicle, offering access to many camping and

hiking tracks, and remote locations across

the island.

 

Get ready to tackle this ultimate off-road adventure.

Hire a Bus 4x4 van or bus and

embark on this thrilling adventure.

Our Story
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